
Today’s ever-connected consumers expect brands to understand their current 
interests and preferences and to have that information accurately reflected in 
every communication – across all channels. In an online world where every 
customer interaction generates trackable data, marketers have access to more 
customer information than ever before to meet these escalating expectations. 
In this new reality, data gathering and analytics have become indispensable 
marketing capabilities. 

Analysis of customer data has always been at the heart of effective customer segmentation and 
campaign execution. However, because the data has been siloed and decentralized, marketers 
have had to rely on technical resources to access and extract insights, which created unacceptable 
latency in their ability to act upon this knowledge to drive better customer communications.

Unprecedented Data Access, Visibility and Analysis
StrongView’s InteractionStore provides marketers with unprecedented visibility into their 
customers through the first web-scale interaction analytics solution optimized to deliver rapid 
performance with the deepest insight. InteractionStore enables marketers to have faster time-to-
insight by empowering them to instantly incorporate any attribute into their analysis without IT 
assistance, costly data re-aggregations or delayed file uploads. 

Key Benefits

•	Drive higher ROI and richer customer profiles through marketing that integrates  
customer interaction, profiles and external data maintained over longer periods of time.

•	Design more sophisticated segmentation strategies by incorporating an increasing  
number of criteria across profile and interaction attributes.

•	Achieve faster time-to-insight using StrongView’s next-generation analytics solution  
to quickly analyze key performance metrics across all relevant dimensions.

•	Drive actionable insight by drilling down into individual customer profiles.

•	Eliminate ongoing IT involvement by eliminating the need to identify commonly  
analyzed attributes and pre-aggregate associated data.

•	Optimize performance by utilizing technologies built for accessing web-scale  
and web-speed data without bogging down performance.

•	Get up-and-running quickly with a zero deployment, web-based analytics  
infrastructure that automates common administrative tasks.

Drive More Effective Marketing with Clear Visibility into Every Customer Interaction

STRONGVIEW INTERACTIONSTORE

Firms must recognize that 
established values, processes, 
and technologies fall short, 
and they must invest in new 
technologies to learn and adapt 
to customer actions in real time.
Forrester Research 

“Move Beyond Campaigns to Tap  
Hidden Customer Potential” May 2013

Quickly drill down on key performance metrics 
across all relevant dimensions

Target based on user activity or device and platform



Enabling Current State Contextual Marketing
To be successful, marketers must shift towards solutions that enable both a deeper 
awareness of each customer’s current state and the ability to respond at scale with 
marketing messages tailored to the current context of each customer. By synthesizing  
and analyzing disparate data types like demographic, purchase history, location and 
weather, marketers can create one-to-one messages that properly reflect and address  
the customer’s current state within the broader brand lifecycle.

Next-Generation Technology Drives Richer and Deeper Insights
Through InteractionStore, marketers have access to deeper and broader customer profiles 
that integrate interaction, profile and external data from all customer touch points and 
across years’ worth of information. InteractionStore enables marketers to preserve existing 
investments by seamlessly integrating with CRM systems and customer databases. With an 
intuitive pivot table interface, InteractionStore enables marketers to drill down to individual 
customer performance and message-level details to gain deeper insight into the exact 
conditions that are driving their marketing results.

Business intelligence and analytics are the next battleground for sustainable competitive 
advantage in marketing, and the implications of big data to drive improved marketing ROI 
will shape the future of marketing. StrongView InteractionStore empowers marketers to 
design and execute effective campaigns based on the current needs, desires and interests 
of each customer. 
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Key Features

•	Advanced Interaction Targeting: Analyze the effectiveness of each campaign based on 
conversion count, revenue generated or items purchased through marketer-defined queries 
at the individual mailing and associated link level.

•	Segment Builder: Define customized segments based on richer profile and interaction 
attributes through an intuitive drop-down interface.

•	Pivot Table Reporting: Analyze the effectiveness of marketing campaigns quickly through 
a powerful pivot table interface, enabling custom views of key performance indicators across 
multiple dimensions and attributes.

•	User Profile Viewer: Gain a deeper understanding of your customers and your engagement 
lifecycle by viewing individual recipient-level performance and comparing that to other 
customer segments (screenshot below).

•	Dynamic Content Reporting: Fine-tune segmentation strategies by analyzing the 
effectiveness of personalized content based on your own customized attributes. 

•	On-Demand Aggregation: Add desired attributes on the fly with no need for IT  
involvement or costly re-aggregation. 

•	Elastic Data Store: Seamlessly scale up or scale down the system capacity based on your 
business needs. No need to pre-guess or estimate future capacity; the system can adjust  
in real time.

Gain a deeper understanding of individuals and customer lifecycle with InteractionStore’s 
User Profile Viewer.

Marketing effectiveness is  
largely throttled by data, so 
when you expand the scope 
of data that is available to 
marketers from weeks or months, 
to an unlimited number of years, 
the insights and possibilities  
are endless. 
Bill Wagner 
CEO 
StrongView



ABOUT 
STRONGVIEW
StrongView’s cross-channel marketing 
solutions provide enterprise marketers 
with the tools, services and insights 
required to effectively engage today’s 
constantly connected customers. 
Combining a powerful cross-channel 
campaign management solution with 
market-leading data access and analysis, 
StrongView’s Marketing Cloud enables 
marketers to understand the current 
context of each customer and respond in 
real time with relevant messages across 
email, mobile, social, display and web. 

A champion of “Present Tense 
Marketing,” StrongView is committed to 
delivering solutions that reflect the new 
reality of the technology-empowered 
customer.  Based in Redwood City, CA 
and backed by leading venture capital 
investors, StrongView has been helping 
global brands in retail, travel, finance, 
entertainment and online services 
overcome the limitations of other 
marketing platform providers for  
more than a decade.

For a stronger view of marketing go to 
www.StrongView.com, and follow us 
at www.twitter.com/StrongView and 
www.facebook.com/StrongViewInc.
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StrongView’s Full Suite of Interactive Marketing Solutions
StrongView’s cross-channel marketing solutions give enterprise marketers a stronger view of 
how to acquire and engage customers across email, mobile, social, display and web. Combining 
the strongest technology and proven marketing know-how, StrongView provides enterprise 
marketers with unparalleled insight into how to deepen customer relationships and maximize 
results. Explore our offerings to find out how we can take your programs to the next level.

EMAIL: Automate Email & Cross-Channel Marketing
Message Studio is an enterprise-grade, cross-channel campaign management platform that puts 
unprecedented power into the hands of marketers to automate and optimize successful cross-
channel campaigns driven off of real-time data.

MOBILE: Engaging Today’s Mobile Consumer
With most consumers now sporting a smartphone and over 50% of commercial email being 
read on a mobile device, it’s important to have a mobile strategy that enables you to effectively 
engage on-the-go customers. StrongView’s comprehensive mobile solutions offer everything 
you need to embrace today’s mobile consumer.

SOCIAL: Monetize Your Social Media Marketing
StrongView’s social media solutions were developed specifically for the needs of the interactive 
marketer and are fully integrated into Message Studio. Our solutions enable you to create and 
manage powerful direct response campaigns on Facebook and Twitter, extending the reach of 
your email marketing programs. Even better, StrongView allows you to easily identify your top 
influencers and automatically create targets for future remarketing campaigns.

WEB: Seamless Experience Between Email & Web
Enable true one-to-one marketing at scale while increasing the effectiveness and efficiency 
of your email and cross-channel marketing programs by providing a coordinated customer 
experience across email, web and other customer touchpoints. Get your programs in sync  
across channels, and reap the benefits of increased marketing ROI and customer loyalty.

DISPLAY: Coordinate Display And Email Marketing
Display retargeting opens up a new way for interactive marketers to reach engaged consumers 
in a fully coordinated fashion with other channels like email or SMS. StrongView’s display 
retargeting solution works with your existing web retargeting partner to augment and reinforce 
your marketing communications and reach your consumers wherever they are online. Don’t  
have a display retargeting partner? No problem. We will recommend a solution from one of  
our preferred partners.

ACQUISITION: Acquire New Customers Through Referrals
StrongView Influencer is a powerful word-of-mouth acquisition solution that accelerates 
organic acquisition efforts while identifying key brand advocates. Influencer’s interactive user 
experience enables your customers to easily recommend your brand, service or product via 
email, social media, mobile and other channels, thereby multiplying reach and increasing overall 
performance. Full integration with Message Studio allows you to easily identify and remarket to 
top influencers.


